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Phyllis Cole provides a compelling portrait of Mary
Moody Emerson (1774-1863) and her inﬂuence on the entire Emerson family. In Mary Moody Emerson and the Origins of Transcendentalism: A Family History, Cole traces
Mary Moody Emerson’s life from her childhood to her
death by analyzing her relationships, her intellectual life,
and her contributions to New England Renaissance.

more complicated than the eccentric Aunt Mary. Distaste
for dependence dated from Emerson’s early life when she
was sent to live with relatives. As an adult she did not
want to be a burden and sought accommodations that
would provide her with the most independence until late
in life when illness prevented living on her own. One of
her greatest pleasures was in the solitary conﬁnement of
nature. Retreating to Waterford, Maine, she enjoyed the
comforts of Elm Vale where she kept her treasures–books
and mementos of family and of her life. MME returned
to Concord, however, when she was needed.

Cole writes that Mary Moody Emerson’s “language
of solitude, nature, and imagination directly nurtured
the more renowned generation that followed hers” (p.
8). Emerson’s language is portrayed through passages
from almanacs, leers and conversations with siblings,
nephews, and friends. MME, as she is referred to
throughout the book, frequently “wrote rather than
spoke her boldest thoughts” (p. 107) which she preserved and passed on to family members. ese wrien
thoughts are the basis for a ﬁne study that brings Mary
Moody Emerson to the forefront of the Emerson family.

Following her brother William’s death, Mary helped
Ruth, his widow, raise not only Ralph Waldo, but also her
other nephews. While each nephew held a special place
for her, Waldo, as she referred to her famous nephew,
seemed to listen more intently to Mary and was inﬂuenced by her thinking and leers. Nurturing Waldo was
of primary importance to Mary, and she “consciously
assumed the role of mentor” (p. 164) to her nephew.
roughout Cole’s study the reader sees not only the inﬂuence of Aunt Mary on Waldo’s thinking and development as a poet but also the sometimes diﬃcult relationship which ensued. Despite diﬃcult times, Waldo depended on his aunt’s almanacs and leers for inspiration
and for guidance as he wrote and developed his thinking
about Transcendentalism.

When Mary rejected the idea of marriage in 1807,
she vowed she would live a celibate and solitary life.
Mary’s rebellion reached beyond refusing marriage when
she pushed the boundaries for acceptable female behavior through both what she read and what she thought.
ough not formally educated as her brothers were,
Emerson was clearly one of the geniuses in the family.
She learned early that books could “[sustain] her life” (p.
87) and provide solace. Cole delineates Mary’s thinking
Mary also knew that kinship with other females was
about her readings through the almanac entries and letvital
for survival. At an early age Martha Dexter, “the
ters. Her reading included religious philosophy, with libperson
[she said] who ﬁrst gave [her] a taste for books
eral tendencies, and oen took the place of hearing serand
idea
of a friend,” inﬂuenced Mary (p. 86). Having a
mons. She also enjoyed novelists such as Anne Radcliﬀe.
mentor in her life may have shown Mary the importance
of befriending young women as she aged. Several feExpression of political views also provided an oppor- male friends, both related and not related, are mentioned
tunity for Mary to push the boundaries of acceptable fe- throughout the text. is depiction of female friendship
male behavior. e “public evil of slavery” (p. 221) was reaches beyond the usual domestic friendships to intelparticularly bothersome to Mary and to other members lectual friendship. Mary was not an easy woman to beof the Emerson family.
friend as Cole describes in stories about mentorships to
Cole’s depiction of Mary’s travels and wanderings young women. Connections with women such as Ruth,
provide a picture of an independent woman who was her sister-in-law, and Lidian, Waldo’s second wife, are
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emphasized. Cole also notes that “a network of women
grew up around Mary to protect her health, hear her wisdom, and comment among each other about her outrages
to sense” (p. 250). ough a patriarchal family, Mary
chose to pass on the history of the family to her niece,
Ellen, Waldo’s daughter, as it had been passed on to her.
Mary was conﬁdent that the females would preserve the
family history and relate stories to other family members.

ner circle of inﬂuence, we can clearly see the roots of
Ralph Waldo Emerson’s thinking. With Cole’s biography, Mary Moody Emerson is no longer only the eccentric Aunt Mary who dressed in a white shroud; rather, she
is one of the important feminist and intellectual women
of her era.
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